Ohio House of Representatives
House Finance Committee
H. B. 64, Main Operating Budget FY2016-FY2017
Interested Party Testimony
March 23, 2015

Dear Chairman Smith and Members of the Committee:
My name is Dr. Julie Weatherington-Rice. I am a geologist and soil scientist. I am the
Senior Scientist at the firm of Bennett and Williams Environmental Consultants Inc. in
Westerville, Ohio and am an Adjunct Professor in the Department of Food, Agricultural and
Biological Engineering, The Ohio State University here in Columbus. I am voicing my concerns
about sections of this HB 64 as they affect the protection of the water and soils of Ohio, the
protection of drinking water supplies and the adherence to Federal Program requirements that the
State of Ohio is bound to honor. I am submitting these comments on behalf of the City of
Canton’s Water Department and on behalf of all public water supplies in Ohio who count on the
availability of sufficient quantities of clean and safe water to provide the needed water supplies
to the public that they serve.
Violations of the Federal Emergency Planning Community Right–to-Know Act
This original bill is a budget bill, not an oil and gas bill. All mention of oil and gas issues
should be removed and presented in a separate bill where the myriad of problems that exist in
Ohio’s program can be discussed at length and changed so that control of the industry, once
again, returns to the people of the State of Ohio as opposed to the Oil and Gas Industry. There
is, however, one section of this bill that if left intact, will violate Federal Law. In fact, it is
replacing language that is already in violation of Federal Law.
I specifically wish to bring your attention to Sections 1509.23 lines 13388 to 13407 and
the replacement language at Section 1509.231 lines 13408 to 13445. As written, this new section
(Section 1509.231) is in conflict with the Federal Emergency Planning Community Right-toKnow Act (EPCRA) of 1986, but so was the previous language that has been struck out (Section
1509.23). That language harkens back to language developed in a 2001 Ohio House Bill which
carved out a specific set of conditions for the Oil and Gas Industry that is not followed by any
other industry in Ohio. The Federal EPCRA program requires that ALL industries must report
toxic and hazardous materials held on site to the State Emergency Response Commission
(SERC), the local emergency planning commission (LEPC) and the local fire department. From
2001 until recently, the Oil and Gas Industry in Ohio circumvented Federal law with the full
cooperation of the State of Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR). Recently, in
response to an Ohio citizen petition, US EPA instructed ODNR that, while they had the right to
maintain a separate registry, they could not supersede the Federal requirements of reporting toxic
and hazardous substances to SERC, the LEPC and local fire departments. I draw special
attention to the April 26, 2013 letter from Richard Karl, Director, Superfund Division, Region V,
US EPA where he writes “ORC Chapter 1509 does not supersede the requirements of EPCRA.
ORC 1509.10 (H) and (I) apply to information submitted under Chapter 1509, not under
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EPCRA”. Director Karl’s position is very clear. Ohio can choose to have two programs, one
operating under the rules and requirements of EPCRA and a second, special program for the oil
and gas industry under ODNR, but Ohio cannot supersede EPCRA and set up its own system.
To do so violates a Federal Program. A copy the original petition to US EPA from Teresa Mills
and the response letter from US EPA documenting this situation is here attached as part of
Appendix A.
The Federal Program is well established here in Ohio. You can even download the filing
forms off the web at http://www.epa.state.oh.us/dapc/serc/invforms.aspx . If you take the time to
search this web site, you will see that the Oil and Gas Industry is the only industry to have its
own set of reporting forms, clearly a designated special interest. This demonstrates how long
this industry has demanded and received special treatment in Ohio. If the issue was just special
treatment, that would be one consideration, but the real issue is the health and safety of local first
responders and communities in Ohio who are being put at risk by this circumvention of the
Federal Program. ODNR plans to continue to keep the register on their web site here in
Columbus, Ohio where it is supposed to be available to emergency responders as needed and
where the Chief will decide what information will be provided to the community at large who
wish to inquire as to what toxic and hazardous materials are stored on site in their community.
Last I checked, the Federal Act was titled the “Emergency Planning and Community Right-toKnow Act”, not the “Chief of ODNR Division Oil and Gas Resources Management will
determine what the community can know Act”. The Federal Government never envisioned that
the public’s access to this information would go through the gatekeeper of the Ohio Division of
Oil and Gas Regulatory Management or they would have designated state Oil and Gas
management programs as the repository of the data and carved out special status for the Oil and
Gas Industry. Absent that, they would have assigned the State level gatekeeping to each State
Oil and Gas Division for all reporting of all industrial holdings. Neither of those scenarios
occurred so this arrangement can only be viewed as an Ohio sweetheart deal with the Oil and
Gas Industry.
The 2001 House Bill was followed by a 2004 House Bill removing home rule zoning and
permitting from Ohio and Gas permits. The overriding authority was removed from Ohio EPA
and the Ohio Dept. of Health for radioactivity and ODNR Div. of Mineral Resources
Management was given primacy. In 2010, that was followed by a Senate Bill that created
primacy for the ODNR Div. of Oil & Gas Resources Management. For at least the 2004 and
2010 bills, the lead legislator (Ohio Rep./Senator Tom Niehaus) who sponsored the ALEC
drafted bills was handsomely rewarded with campaign contributions from the Oil and Gas
Industry
(http://www.cleveland.com/business/index.ssf/2011/11/common_cause_finds_oil_gas_ind.html;
http://www.commoncause.org/states/ohio/reports/deep-drilling-deep-pockets.PDF) . Mr.
Niehaus now serves as a registered lobbyist for the Oil and Gas Industry. It is critical to
remember that shale gas and oil horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing did not actually
begin in Ohio until the end of 2010, more than nine years after the Oil and Gas Industry began
circumventing Ohio’s Home Rule statutes and granted primary oversight to a captive agency
who are unable to deny permits without running the risk of being sued for “takings” of the
resources in Ohio Courts. I present a public lecture on this topic. The current version is titled
“ALEC and the Oil & Gas Industry v. Source Water Protection & Home Rule in Ohio: How we
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got to where we are and what we can do about it”. This lecture, last presented in January 2015,
here in Columbus is available on YouTube and can be viewed at
http://www.columbusbillofrights.org/#!video/cyws. It was just updated and will be presented
again March 25th at the Youngstown State University Energy and the Environment Lecture
Series.
Not only is the ODNR Oil and Gas registry a special carve out for the Industry, it also
significantly increases the potential for catastrophic failure of the whole EPCRA system as it
relates to Oil and Gas. Most of the drilling sites and mid-line facilities for this recent explosion
of drilling efforts are in eastern Ohio. Here topography can limit lines of communication.
Emergency responders do not always have access to land lines at emergency sites and cell
phones do not always have coverage. In addition, the ODNR web site does not have someone
personally available at the site round the clock, year round if there are technological problems at
the Columbus end of the support system and the web page goes down. Furthermore, I can find
no back-up paper system that anyone can access in Columbus if, for some reason, there are
technical difficulties with the on-line systems and/or it has been brought down for maintenance
or updating. The ODNR system is not infallible. I have personally encountered periods of time
when it has not been in operation. Fortunately, my needs have not been life-threatening and I
could check back later. In the instance of an oil and gas explosion or fire, data must be available
immediately. There is no time to wait. The data must be available and in the hands of local
responders before they head out to an emergency run. They need the information at their facility,
not stored on a server in Columbus, Ohio.
So, in this bill alone, we set aside a special carve out for the Oil and Gas Industry to the
Ohio EPCRA program, violating Federal Law, we allow the Chief of the Div. of Oil and Gas
Regulatory Management to determine exactly who is “community” and who has the right to
“know”. Furthermore, we take away the very vital information needed by first responders to be
prepared for an emergency and we require them to contact ODNR’s web site, in Columbus,
which has a tendency not to function, possibly through cell phones that may very well not
operate in specific areas where drilling is more concentrated if anything goes wrong. We are
averaging about one fire per hundred drilling pads as well as other types of explosions,
accidental releases and worker injuries and deaths from machinery and/or chemicals on site.
How are local first responders supposed to be prepared to respond for any given situation when
they don’t have the information at their fingertips with which to plan? Who worked out the logic
behind this system? Did anyone actually think about the total implications of these sections of
this Bill?
If there is any question that this combination of conditions is an invitation for disaster,
one only has to review the situations resulting from the Monroe County Statoil Eisenbarth well
pad fire and explosions last June. A reading of the US EPA investigators on-site reports
demonstrates that ODNR Div. of Oil and Gas Resources Management simply is not staffed with
the skill sets needed to address catastrophic failures when they occur. Those investigator reports
are here attached in Appendix A, along with a few pictures of the burned well pad including the
uncontrolled flowing well on site which flowed for some period of time before it was shut in.
Next time it may be people who die not just more than 70,000 fish, unknown numbers of frogs,
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toads, crawfish, salamanders and other wildlife who died as the result of the poisoning of five
miles of Opossum Creek.
But this was not the only catastrophic emergency involving oil and gas in Ohio in 2014.
In fact, there were a number of others from earthquakes, to well pad spills to well blowouts,
pipeline explosions and fires and worker injuries and death at a variety of facilities. These
events will continue to occur. People have been injured and died at these facilities; large areas
around the failing facilities have had to be evacuated. One well blowout in Monroe County
required a 1.5 mile radius evacuation around the well and people were forced to stay away from
home, in December, for 10 days. This is an agricultural area and livestock were left behind,
farmers returning daily, at great personal risk, to tend to the animals. The displaced citizens
were finally allowed to return home just before Christmas. I have developed a PowerPoint
presentation about the accidents of 2014, first presented February 14, 2015 to the Ohio
Ecological Food and Farm Association and presented March 3, 2015 to the Association of Ohio
Pedologists. I presented it again on March 18th to the Operator Training Committee of Ohio
public water supply class. I have included the presentation here as Appendix B so that anyone
interested can see the photos of these catastrophic accidents that we have experienced in Ohio in
2014. Does passage of this bill as written open up the State of Ohio as a responsible party in a
wrongful death suit when Ohio loses a first responder or local citizen as the results of one of
these Oil and Gas Industry events?
Reporting Emergencies
Section 1509.232, lines 13446 to 13481 set up requirements for reporting emergencies to
the Chief of the Division of Oil and Gas. While I have no objection to the reporting of such
information to the Division, I think it is critical to note that the information listed must also be
reported to the local emergency management coordinators under EPCRA, to the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, to the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency spill line, to the
local Health Department and to the local first responders and/or emergency treatment centers.
ODNR can only collect this information; they are not in control of how an emergency is
managed on site or in the surrounding community. Other agencies on the local, state and federal
levels are charged with addressing the emergency under local, state and federal regulations.
Mandatory Pooling and Unitization
Sections 1509.27 lines 13482 to 13561 and Section 1509.29 lines 13562 to 13821 set up
requirements to proceed with forced mandatory pooling and unitization. The Source Water
Protection Areas of Public Water Supplies, as designated by the Federal Safe Drinking Water
Act 1986 and 1996 Amendments should never be included in land that undergoes forced
mandatory pooling or unitization. These properties are the recharge areas for public water
supplies and as such, must be protected from any and all types and forms of surface or
subsurface contamination. Public Water Supplies are required to establish Emergency and
Permanent Management Plans for their Source Water Protection Areas. This is a Federal
requirement that they must undertake. Communities do this because the cost of cleaning up or
replacing a public water sources can cost tens to hundreds of millions of dollars. Oil and Gas
operations have had and will continue to have accidental releases in Ohio. These releases
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include hydrocarbons, heavy and radioactive metals in solids, slurries, and sludge as well as
enough salt in production waters to render drinking water undrinkable and soils sterile for
hundreds of years. This is the natural list and does not include all the chemicals that are part of
the drilling and hydraulic fracturing operations on the site which are additionally toxic and
hazardous. Unlined oil and gas brine drilling pits installed in Morrow County in the 1960s, are
still leaching salts into the creeks and rivers in the area and the ground water is still too
contaminated to drink.
The question of community safety as a reason for rejecting the inclusion of public lands
in a forced mandatory pooling or unitization proceedings has already been tested and found to be
justified. North Royalton rejected a leasing arrangement with Cutter Oil Company in early 2013
based, significantly, upon their concern about safety. Cutter already had a track record in North
Royalton that included three significant spills and accidents including a well explosion behind
Valley Vista Elementary School. As is common in the urbanized parts of Ohio, Cutter Oil was
planning to come into a developing subdivision to drill this new well. The State of Ohio only
requires a 150-foot setback from a well pad in urban areas. In rural areas, the setback is only 100
feet. To put this setback requirement in perspective, if I wanted to build a small chicken coop in
my back yard, here in Worthington, without a rooster, I would have to have a 150-foot setback
from my neighbors’ homes. The evacuation distances for the 2014 accidents ranged in the one to
two mile radius of the well blowouts, explosions and fires. North Royalton was fully within their
rights to be concerned about the safety of their residents. ODNR overrode North Royalton’s
objections, as did the Oil and Gas Technical Committee, including North Royalton’s properties
in a forced mandatory pooling. The Ohio Oil and Gas Commission, however, overrode the
decision, finding that Cutter and everyone else had not addressed North Royalton’s safety
concern for their community (http://www.cleveland.com/northroyalton/index.ssf/2014/12/ohio_oil_and_gas_commission_re.html) . Safety and the protection
of a community’s water resource is exactly why Source Water Protection Areas should never be
included in forced mandatory pooling or unitization. The small amount of money a community
would gain from leasing bonuses and royalties could not begin to pay for the damage or loss of a
public water supply.
A public water intake on the West Virginia side of Ohio River was potentially impacted
by the Monroe County Statoil Eisenbarth pad well fire. More community water supplies could
be at the intersection of another accidental release. The accidents will continue, but we can at
least prevent them from happening in public water supply areas by precluding these areas from
forced mandatory pooling, unitization and the placement of well pads and ancillary support
systems. The money provided by an oil and gas company through their environmental bonds can
be pennies on the dollar of the cost of clean-up or replacement. If the permit holders are not
forced to pay, is the State saying that Ohio will pick up the tab to make communities whole? If
that is not Ohio’s intention, then these lands must be determined to be “lands unsuitable for
drilling” and be removed, by statute, from oil and gas development unless a community choses
to risk their resource themselves. We specifically request that Source Water Protection Areas be
exempted from forced mandatory pooling or unitization and/or, at a minimum, well pads and
pipelines be prohibited in these areas.
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Summary
While it is clear that portions of this bill, as currently written, have merit, clearly other
sections are poorly considered. The best choice would be to remove all language relating to Oil
and Gas issues. These topics need far greater discussion, and in the case of EPCRA reporting for
the Oil and Gas Industry, a complete overhaul to be in compliance with the Federal government.
If passed as written, Ohio will find herself on the wrong side of Federal Law. Furthermore, the
members of the Ohio House and Senate will have been notified that this is indeed the case if
these actions move forward. What that does to State and individual liability when accidents at
Oil and Gas Industrial sites occur will need to be determined if this language moves forward.
The prudent position would be to remove these sections to be debated and discussed, in light of
Federal mandates, at a later point in time. To ignore Federal mandates would be inadvisable.
Perhaps of even greater importance, is the long-term protection of our valuable water
supplies that serve millions of citizens of Ohio. The legislature could further protection of water
supplies by simply exempting Source Water Protection Areas from forced mandatory pooling
and/or unitization. There is already precedence for excluding local public lands on grounds of
safety concerns. Communities are concerned for the safety of their water supplies. At a
minimum, an absolute restriction on well pads in source water protection areas will minimize
more immediate surface and/or ground water issues. We urge the legislature to act responsibly
and help protect the resource that makes Ohio an attractive place to do business – water.
This concludes my substantive testimony. I am not planning to provide a shorter
testimony in person and as such will not be personally available at the Statehouse for
questioning. If the committee needs any further clarification on these issues, I will be pleased to
provide them. Please feel free to contact me by email at weatherington-ri.1@osu.edu or by
phone at 614-436-5248.
Respectfully submitted,

Julie Weatherington-Rice, PhD, CPG, CPSS
Sr. Scientist,
Bennett & Williams Environmental Consultants Inc.
Westerville, Ohio
and
Adjunct Professor, The Ohio State University
Dept. of Food, Agricultural & Biological Engineering
Attachments:
Appendix A
Petition to US EP from Teresa Mills
US EPA response
US EPA Inspector’s report Monroe Co. fire
US EPA Inspector’s 2nd report Monroe Co. fire
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Photo of flowing well at Monroe Co. well pad
Photo of burned out equipment at Monroe Co. well pad
Appendix B
March 3, 2015 PowerPoint
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Appendix A
Supporting Documentation
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Monroe County well pad chemical fire. Note the flowback fluid coming back out the top of the
frack stack.
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Burned well pad several days after the fire. More photos of the site can be seen in my
PowerPoint presentation.
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Appendix B
Ohio’s Shale Gas & Oil Cradle to Grave and Beyond:
What do we have to manage & what can go wrong
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